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CHROMALLOY NAMES INDUSTRY VETERAN DENNIS WALSH
VICE PRESIDENT OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
ORANGEBURG, N.Y., September 29, 2009 – Chromalloy announced today that
industry veteran Dennis Walsh has been named Vice President of Business Development.
“Dennis is a seasoned leader with deep experience in the gas turbine engine industry,
including casting and investments,” said Armand F. Lauzon, Jr., President. “He joins a global
company committed to working with our customers to develop technologies that will help them
drive down their turbine engine operational costs.”
Walsh previously was General Manager of GE Dallas On Wing Support, a business of
GE Aircraft Engines.
Prior to that, he was President of Triumph Accessory Services, a former GE Aircraft
Engines gas turbine engine accessory business, following the business’s acquisition from GE as
well as for several years prior to GE’s divestiture of the turbine engine accessory unit.
He held several years of GE Aircraft Engines leadership positions, including business
analysis, Supply Chain management and casting quality. Walsh also worked for GE Medical
Systems, developing continuous improvement programs for the unit.
He began his career as an Investment Castings Process Engineer at Howmet Gas
Turbines and Precision Castparts Corporation.
Walsh holds a Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry from Old Dominion University
and a Master of Business Administration from Xavier University.
Chromalloy is a global supplier of advanced repairs and services for gas turbines used
in aviation and land-based applications and repairs.
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The company refurbishes and manufactures engine components, and designs and
manufactures FAA-approved replacement parts for aircraft engines that are certified to meet or
exceed the performance, reliability and durability specifications of original equipment
manufacturer parts. In support of land-based vehicles, Chromalloy employs identical
engineering disciplines used to produce its FAA-certified parts.
Chromalloy serves commercial, military and industrial turbine engine operators
worldwide and has operations in the U.S., Mexico, the U.K., Netherlands, Italy, Germany,
France, the U.A.E., Israel, China, Singapore, Thailand, Japan and Australia.
More information is available at www.chromalloy.com.

###
Chromalloy has evolved from a gas turbine parts repair business into the leading independent
supplier of advanced repairs, FAA-approved replacement Parts and maintenance, repair and
overhaul for gas turbines used in aviation and land-based applications. Chromalloy serves the
airline, military, marine and industrial gas turbine segments with a broad range of services at
locations in 14 countries around the globe. Chromalloy is authorized by the FAA and EASA and
many other NAAs, and is qualified under ISO and NADCAP. Chromalloy is a division of Sequa
Corporation.
Sequa Corporation is a diversified industrial company with operations in the aerospace, metal
coatings and automotive industries. Sequa is a Carlyle Group company. For additional
information, visit www.sequa.com.

